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Abstract This paper presents the first annually resolved temperatm e reconstruction f(lr
England in the Middle Ages. To effect this reconstruction the starting date of the grain
harvest in Norf(llk has been employed as a temperature proxy. Using c. l ,000 manorial
accounts fi·om Norf(llk, 6 16 dates indicating the onset of the grain harvest were extracted
for the period 1256 to 143 1 and a composite Norfolk series was constructed. These data
were then con verted into a temperature series by calibrating a newly constructed
comparison series of grain harvest dates in Norfolk fi·om 1768 to 18 16 with the Central
England Temperature series. These results were verified over the period 18 18- 1867. For the
British Isles no other annually resolved proxy data are available and the onset of the grain
harvest remains the only proxy f(lr assessing April-July mean temperatures. In addition, this
is the first ti me-series regarding the onset of grain harvests in medieval Europe known so
tar. The long-term trend in the reconstructed medieval temperature series suggests that there
was a cooling in the mean April-July temperatures over the period 1256 to 143 1. Average
temperatures dropped fi·om 13oc to n2.4°C, which possibly ind icates the onset of the Little
lee Age. The decline in values was not steady, however, and the reconstruction period
contains decades of warmer spring-early summer temperatm es (f(lr example the 1320s to
the early 1330s and the 1360s) as well as colder conditions (f(lr example the late 1330s,
1340s and the 1380s). The decline in grain-growing-season average tempera111res wou ld not
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have been a major problem for medieval agricu l111re, rather the phases of very high
interannual variability partly f(nmd in the medieval time-series, such as 13 15- 1335 and
1360- 1375, would have proved disruptive.

I Introduction

A wealth of ad min istrati ve/institlllion.al records fi·om medieval times exists in England. The
number of surviving manuscripts is high compared to other regions of Europe. Seign iorial
agricultm e is exceptionally well documented by manorial accounts, a source almost unique
to the southern parts of England, and these accounts are available in abundance f(lr the
period c. 1270- 1400. These records have been widely used by agrarian historians for
analysing the state of and trends in English agricu ltm e and pastoralism. The relationship
between agricu l111re and weather is evident and so it is not surprising that these manorial
accounts contain direct weather references as well as proxy information that may be used in
climate reconstructions. Their value in that respect was first realised by Titow ( 1960, 1970).
He as well as Brandon (197 1) collected direct weather references in some of the existing
series of manorial accounts. Stern ( 1978) and Hallam (1984) analysed the complex link
between weather and agricu ltl Jral output. They incorporated proxy data into their research,
but without aiming at a climate reconstruction.
Hallam's (1984) analysis of the climate and harvest size in Norfolk, East Anglia, was
based on the manorial accounts of Norwich Cathedral Priory. These are available between
1256 and 143 1 and many recorded the date of the grain harvest. These dates were listed due
to the f(lod provision and wage costs associated with harvesting. Theref(lre these data can
be grouped under the classification of wage payment dates (WPD) as defined by Wetter and
Pfister (20 ll ).
The start of the grain harvest is dependent upon the grain ripening, which in 111rn is a
proxy ind icator of the mean tempera111res of the grain growing season. Theref(lre the grain
harvest date has been used in several reconstructions of the growing season mean
tempera111re based on regression ana lysis: f(lr the post-1 500 era (Pfister 1979; Tarand and
Kui v 1994; Nordli 200 1, 2003 ; Kiss et al. 20 11 ; Mo ny et al. 20 11 ) and even back to c.
1450 (Bn\zdil and Kotyza 2000; Wetter and Pfister 20 ll ). Documentary sources of the
narrati ve type mainly used f(lr climate reconstruction at the beginning stages of historical
climatology tend to emphasise extreme conditions (Pfister et al. 2008; Bn\zdil et al. 20 10).
A distinction needs to be made, however, between narrati ve/individual sources and
administrati ve/institlJtional sources. The latter were not made for the purpose of recording
climate and while they also contain direct references to extreme events, they often include
unbiased proxy data which can be used for reconstructions (Pfister et al. 2008 ; Bn\zdil et al.
20 10). Grain harvest dates ta ll into the latter category.
The Norwich Cathedral Priory material combined with some supplementary smaller
series has the potential to provide a te mperature reconstruction f(lr the Middle Ages. Indeed
such a tempera111re time series has not previously been possible during this time and also in
this region. Not only is no other natural proxy for summer half year temperatm es available
f(lr the British Isles, but the period covered lies at the transition fi·om the Medieval Climate
Anomaly (MCA) to the Little lee Age (LlA). Temperatm es in Norfolk ach ieve high
correlations with temperatm e in other parts of the British Isles (Jones and Hulme 1997) and
therefore also the Benelux countries given their geographical proximity. They are theref(lre
crucial f(lr establishing north west European cond itions. As the density of documentary
sources usually decreases back in time and with it the fi·equency of weather references and
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proxy data, the grain harvest date in the Norf(llk manorial accounts constit11tes a very early
temperat11re proxy that may be gleaned fl·om documentary sources. This pre-dates even the
temperat11re reconstruction developed using the Burgundy vine harvest dates 1370 to 2003
by Chu ine et al. (2004) as well as the reconstruction of Swiss spring-summer temperat11res
fl·om grain harvest dates 14 54- 1970 by Wetter and Pfister (20 II ). While the Low Countries
winter and summer indices start in the eighth cent1uy AD, the data density f(lr the winter
half year is low before c. 1200 and for summer bef()J'e 1300 (van Engelen et al. 200 1). The
Low Countries winter and summer indices are based on direct weather references and other
climate related inf(lrmation collected by Buisman and van Engelen ( 1995, 1996, 1998) .
Additionally, for Western Europe in the Middle Ages the compilation of weather events by
Alexandre ( 1987) is also avai Iable and weather references fl·om medieval documentary
sources of the Czech lands have been. collected and analyzed by Bnlzdil and Kotyza ( 1995).
The variation in global mean temperat11re over the last 1000 years has been st11died
extensively (Jones et al. 2009), but considerable uncertainty still exists in the variability at
the regional scale (Mann 2009). For improving the spatial pattern more regional
temperat11re reconstructions are needed. The annually resolved reconstruction of growing
season temperat11res f()J' Norfolk 12 56- 143 1 based on the grain harvest date of written
records is one such series that may help in this respect.

2 Data

2. 1 The medieval grain harvest data

Manorial accounts are an administrative/institlJtional source necessitated by the direct
management of the seign iorial estates (as opposed to leasing them piecemeal or to farmers)
and were common in southern England between the second half of the thirteenth cent1ny to
the end of the f(lurteenth or the beg inn ing of the fifteenth cent1ny. A high percentage of
manorial accounts in England surviving today were made f()J' ecclesiastical estates;
ecclesiastical instit11tions were not just long-lived and highly organized, but also had the
means to safeguard their muniments in secure archives. The manorial accounts were part of
a system that enabled a non-resident land lord to control and assess the economic
perf(lrmance of his directly managed manor. These documents report the cost and profits
of the farming activities on the manor; they list expenses and receipts and consider the state
of the agricultl Jral and pastoral sectors. As a by-product they can contain proxy inf(lm1ation
such as the harvest date, which may be used to infer the climate, and also direct weather
references, if the weather interfe1ed with the agricultl 1ral pmduction. The accounts were usually
made annually f(lr an individual manor and cover the agricult1ll'al year, which is the time 11om
Michaeb11as (29 September) to the following Michaelmas (the year ofharvest). The information
was supplied by the personnel managing the manor, recorded by scribes in medieval Latin on a
parchment roll and was checked in an audit process by rl1e landlo1d or his representatives.
Consequent! y the direct weather references as well as the proxy data in the accounts are highly
reliable: the inf(lrmation is verified and colllemporary, and depending on the survival rate of the
parchments it is often colllinuous and can produce long time-series.
The date of the beginning of the grain harvest is recorded in the manorial accounts of
several major landowners in Norf()lk in the late Midd le Ages. The longest and most
complete series of accounts comes from Norwich Cathedral Priory, f(lr which 840 accounts
survive f(lr the period 1256- 143 1. Add itionally shorter series have been included. They
come fl·om the manors of the Bishop of Norwich, the abbey St Benet's of Hu Ime and
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St Giles's Hospital in Norwich as well as from the manors Hunstanton, Heacham and
Ringstead. In total the number of manorial accounts used amounts to c. I,000. 1 Almost all
of the 45 villages that supply harvest dates are situated in Norf(llk, the only exceptions,
Denham and Henley, are in central Suffolk, see Fig. I and Table I.
Norwich Cathedral Priory turned to the direct management of its estates around 1250
(Virgoe 1996) with the first accounts surviving f()l' 1255- 1256. Between 1290 and 1328 a
high number of accounts are available per year. The 1330s and 1340s are less well covered.
The Great Plague 1348- 1349 (e.g. Hatcher I 977) changed the socio-economic fund ament
of the direct estate management. As a resu lt, accounts f(lr a lower number of manors
survive, but whereas gap years were frequent bef(lre 1350, the information-apart fi·om the
1380s- became more continuous a fterwards. Although the conditions f(lr the direct
management of the manors deteriorated for economic reasons in the late fourteenth century,
Norwich Cathedral Priory persisted in this practice. The last manorial accounts are available
f(lr the early 1430s and come fi·om the large manors of Sedgeford and Gnatingdon in the
northwest of Norf(llk. These two manors were leased out to farmers in the mid-1 430s and
administrati ve documents drawn-up alter that time merely record rents, but neither direct
nor indirect weather references.
Despite providing a good and long run of account rolls and form ing the backbone of the
harvest date st11dy, gap years remain in the Norwich Cathedral Priory series. For reducing
the number of missing values and f()l' verify ing the Norwich Cathedral Priory data
independent minor series of manoria I accounts fi·om the estates of St Benet's of Hulme, St
Giles's Hospital and the Bishop of Norwich as well as fi·om the manors Hunstanton,
Heacham and Ringstead are also used.
Most of the Norfolk manorial accounts mention harvest date and length. This
inf(lrmation is usually supplied at various points in the manorial accounts, as it is the
case in the Norwich Cathedral Priory rolls: until 1390 in the paragraph on the harvest itself:
until 1328 in the paragraph on the dairy production and alter 1355 in the paragraph on
harvest works. Thus over long periods of time, cross-checking the harvest date is possible
and this improves the reliability ofthe data. The reason for this fi·equent mentioning ofthe
harvest date and length in the accounts is the cost of harvesting. Many harvest workers were
entitled to eat at the "lord's table'' during harvest time, which means they were provided
with food and drink (including dairy products) by the manor, and they often also received
wages.
The harvest date refers to the cutting of the winter crops, wheat and rye. Wheat was
usually ripe some days bef(lre the rye (Ern le I 96 1). Later in the harvest season the attention
would have turned to barley, the main crop in Norf(llk, as well as oats. At the end, the
harvesters dealt with the legumes, if they had not been fed green to the manorial animals/
livestock.
1

The manorial accounts of Norwich Cathedral Priory are in the Norfolk Record Office (NRO) under DCN
6QI02, 04, 07, 08, 10, 13, 14 6, 18, 20, 23, 25 6, 28 30, 33, 35, 37, 39, OCN 6 1/ 6-1 2, 14 26, 30 I , 33 4,
39 42, 45 8, DCN 6211 -2, MC 2 1211 -14, L EST/ IB 15 70, LEST/ IC I 53 and NRS 5889, 20 O J 5923, 20
03 and in the Bodleian Library, Oxford under MS Rolls Norfolk. The remnants of the medieval episcopal
archive are under NRO DCN 95/4 7, 9 I I, I 3 4, 20. The records of St Benet's of Hulme NRO ON/EST 1/
3 22, ON/EST 911 20, ON/ EST I 011 5, ON/ EST I 1/2 I I. The muniments of St Giles's Hospital are in the
NRO in the Records of the City of Norwich (NCR) Press G, Case 24 Great Hospital . The rolls of the
following manors of this collection were used: Shelf c: Calthorpe I 3 I 5 1460 (many missing) and Costessy
1338 1460 (many missing), Shelf d: Cringleford 1295 1442 (many missing), Shelf e: Hardley 133 1 1460
(many missing), Shelfi: South Walsham 1399 146 1 (many missing). The manorial accounts of Heacham are
in NRO LEST!DG I 6, those of Hunstanton under NRO LEST/ BG I I 8 and Ringstead under NRO LEST/
EG I 12.
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fig. 1 A map of East Anglia showing, the manors providing grain harvest date information. Also shown are
the locations of the two fitrms (Langham and Momingthorpe) that provide harvest dates for the eighteenth
century comparison series

Since the str ips making up the land directly managed by the manor and the st1ips leased
to the tenants lay intermingled in the open fields. the harvest date for the manor eq11als the
harvest date for the village. When harvest time was approaching senior villagers and
manorial managers set the harvest date, according to the development stage oftJ)e grain (see
the discussion in Pfister 1979 regarding a similar situation in eighteenth centmy
Switzerland ). The time window f() r s uccessfu l harvesting was short, 8 to 10 days in a dry
season. If the harvest started too earl y, the grain would lack nutrition. if the harvest started
too late, the grain would be over-ripe. Over-tipeness resulted in the kemels being loose in
the ear and falling to the ground whe11 tbe com was harvested, thus greatly increasing waste
(Collins 1969). Shattering and shedding were common problems until the mechanisation of
the har vest process.
The harvest date had to be consciously set by the village community and the manorial
staff. Since it involved mobil ising a large labour force, certain traditions came into play
when setting the harvest date. Often that day wo uld be at tbe beginning or less common ly
towards the middle of the week or close to a saint's or feast day. Since a week has just
7 days and important ecclesiastical feast da ys were 25 July, 1 August. 10 August, 15
August and 24 August, this dating system is s ufficientl y llexible to operate within the
fi·amework set by the phenological state of the grain . The system is more rigid at tbe
begitming of the reconstntction period and sonens over time: divergence ti·om the system
was always possible (Ptibyl 20 ll ). The official start of the harvest season in medieval
England was l August, St Peter in C hains, and this day figttres f"i·equently in the harvest
dates until c. 1290.
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Table 1 Manors used in this study, allocated to groups based on geographical proximity
ReJ:(ion

Latitude

Long itude

Sedge ford

52°53'

0°33'

Gnatingdon

52°53'

0°34'

Thomham

52°57'

0°34'

Hunstanton

52°56'

0°29'

Ringstead

52°55'

Heacham

52°54'

0°32'
oo3Q!

Latitude

Longitude

Attlebridge

52°42'

Bawburgh

52°38'

1°08'
1010'

Taverham

52°41'

1012'

Plumstead

52°38'

1°24'

South Walsham

52°39'

1°29'

Anninghall

52°35'

1018'

Catton

52°38'

1017'

Eaton

52°37

I o I 5'

Lakenham

52°37'

1017'

ReJ::ion
Taverham

~orthwest

Plumstead

Cromer RidJ:(e
Hindri ngham

52°52'

Hindolveston

52°49'

0°56'
IOOQ!

~ortheast

~orwich

52°46'

1°24'

Witton

52°49'

1°28'

Monks' Grange

52°38'

1019'

Hevingham

52°45'

I o I 5'

Trowse Newton

52°35'

1019'

Little Hautbois

52°44'

1019'

Heigham

52°38'

1016'

North Walsham

52°49'

1°23'

Costessy

52°39'

1012'

Scot tow

52°46'

1°22'

Cringleford

52°36'

1014'

Calthorpe

52°51'

1013'
Great Cressingham

52°34'

0°43'

Hardingham

52°36'

l o0 1'

Worstead

Southwest
~orth

Elmham

Gateley

52°46'

0°54'

North Elmham

52°44'

0°56'
Southeast

~orfolk

Aldeby

52°28'

1°36'

1°41'

Shotesham

52°3 1'

1018'

Hardley

52°33'

1°30'

Denham

52° 18'

1013'

Henley

52°07'

1°08'

Broads

Hemsby

52°41'

Marth am

52°42'

1°37'

Onnesby

52°40

1°41'

Scratby

52°40'

1°42'

fle22
Ashby

52°41'

1°34'

Flegg

52°40'

1°36'

Ludham

52°42'

103 1'

Suffolk

The harvest work on the land of the lord was mostly done by local labour either in the
f(lrm of customary labour dues or hired labour. The lord had the priority in hiring
harvesters, so an easy access to the local labour market was guaranteed f(lr him. It was also
dillicult f(lr villagers to leave their village during harvest time (Ault I 972), consequently
the local labour f(lrce was employed fl exibly in the harvest. Alter 1350 bands of wandering
harvesters emerged, but they played a subord inate role compared to the locals (Ernie 196 1).
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2.2 The eighteenth-nineteenth cent11ry grain harvest data

To effect a temperat11re reconstruction using the medieval data, the modern comparison
series of harvest dates must also come fi·om Norfolk. It must overlap with temperatm e
measurements, which are available in the f(lrm of the Central England Temperature (CET)
series fi·om 1659 onwards, but it must come from a time before the mechanisation of the
harvest process, i.e. before the second half of the nineteenth cent1ny. This guarantees
comparable harvesting cond itions. Two collections of Norfolk farm ing diaries fu lfil these
criteria and furn ish grain harvest dates for the years around 1800.
The first collection comes fi·om the farm of Stephen Frost at Langham 1768- 18 16 2
Langham is a village not far fi·om the North Norf(llk Coast, and is located on the soft
northern slopes of the Cromer Ridge. The Langham information on the grain harvest date is
almost complete, gaps occur in l 782, 1792, 1804, 1809, 18 14 and 18 17, so that in total
44 years are covered. Indeed the harvest date series fi·om Langham is longer, stretching to
1867, but a break occurs in the data alter 18 16. This break shilled the mean value of the
harvest date and coincides with a change in ownership, though it is not clear what caused
the act11al break 3 At the Langham farm the crops were harvested with the help of itinerant
harvest gangs, their arrival usually marked the start of the harvest. Often, however, the
employees of the farm and hired labourers began to cut the wheat a few days before the
arri val of the harvest gang. For captming the signal of the harvest date, in such years the
wheat harvest date was used instead o f the date related to the harvest gang. Especially up to
18 16 there is tendency on Langham farm to start the harvest and the cutting of corn at the
beginn ing of the week.
The second run of modern grain harvest dates cou ld be established f(lr an estate at
Fritton/Morningthorpe, a village about 15 km to the south of Norwich 4 This series is
complete between 1803 and 1828. The data fi·om this farm were not directly used in th is
st11dy because the series is too short for the use of the calibration-verification technique.
However, a comparison with the Langham series (not shown) reveals the two series to be
highly correlated over the 1803- 1828 period.

3 Methods

The temperat11re reconstruction was ach ieved using a common calibration-verification
approach f(l llowing the method described hy Bnlzdil et al. (20 10). With the help of the
comparison series fi·om Langham U768- l8 l6 the relationsh ip between growing season
temperat11re and grain harvest date was established, which in t11rn served to determine the
medieval temperat11res values. For that purpose medieval as well as modern harvest dates

2

Stephen Frost of Langham, tann ing diaries I 768 I 816: NRO MC I 2011 44, Thomas Rippingall , fanning
diaries I 8 I 7 I 83 I, Thomas Rippingall and !Rev. Stephen Frost Rippingall, farming diary I 832, Rev. Stephen
Frost Rippingall , farming diaries I 833 58: NRO MC I 20/45 85, Willi am Rippingall , personal diaries I 859
6 1: NRO MC/12 1 3, the harvest book 1847 6 1/67: NRO MC 120/87.
3 The shift is probably due to a variety of factors including a change in tarmi ng practices, like determining
the stage of ripeness of the grain (Collins I 969), and the enclosure of the Langham open fields in I 8 I 5
(http://www.l egislation .gov.uk!changes!chron-tables/private/25#f2). In any case it can be assumed that
farming at Langham 1768 I 8 I 6 is not just temporally closer to the Middle Ages, but also that the general
conditions of farming in this period are more related to medieval conditions than those in the later Langham
series.
4
Thomas Howes of Momingthorpe, farming diaries for Fritton estate I 802 27: NRO MC I 50/ 5211 -2.
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fig. 4 The Langham harvest date series ( 1768 1867). The dotted line indicates the series ( 1818 1867)
adjusted so that the mean equals that of the ~arli er ( I 768 I 8 I 6) period. The hori zontal lines indicate the
means tlJr the respective periods

this is that the relationship established for Langham grain harvest dates and the April-July
mean temperatures is most likely also relevant for the medieval Norfolk composite group.
Using Iinear regression, a transfer function was established between the harvest date
(pred ictor) and the mean April-July temperatLU·e (predictand) over the 1768 18 16 period.
Despite the break in the Langham se1ies, the later data ( 18 18 1867) can be used hlr
verification purposes, given that the change only appea rs to affect the series mean.
However, to allow comparison with the data from the ca libration period, the verification
data needed to be homogenized to the earlier period tlu·ough the addition of8 days to each
value. This homogenization approach is akin to methods that are routinely used when
homogenizing meteorological observations (e.g. Aguilar et al. 2003). The correlation
coefficient of the reconstructed temperatures against the recorded temperatures for tbe
1818 1867 period is unanected by this homogenization procedure because only the mean of
the series has been shifted. and is significantly positive (r= 0.84. r 2 =0.7 1, n=42 , p <O.OI ).
Conversely. the Reduction of En·or (RE) and Coefficient of Efficiency (CE) statistics (see
Cook et aL 1994 and Kiss et al. 20 11 ) are greatly affected by the homogenization oftlle data.
Prior to applying the 8-day correction the RE and CE va lues stood at 0.5 1, indicating that
tl1e reconstruction is worse tl1an using the climatological mean value. This occms because the
mean recorded April-July temperatures for the 1768 18 16 and 18 18 1867 periods are very
similar ( 12.5°C and 12.4°C respecti vely). while the harvest date series suffers fi·om an

Table 2 Statistical characteristics of the grain harvest dates of the medieval Norfolk composite series and the
eighteenth to ninete.enth century comparison series from Langham (year days and dates in Gregorian
Calendar). 'SD' stands tor standard devimiun. and 'n' tor the number of values
Norfolk composite series I 256 1431

Langham I 768 I 8 I 6

Langham I 8 I 8 1867

Mean

226.7 ( 15 Aug,.)

228.5 ( I 7 Aug,.)

220.2 (8 Aug,.)

SD

7. 1

7.5

7.6

Earliest

204 (23 Jul.)

215 (3 Aug,.)

206 (25 Jul.)

Latest

247 (4 Sep.)

250 (7 Sep.)

238 (26 Aug,.)

II

143

44

42
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artificial, human-induced shift. Appfiy ing the RE and CE tests to the homogenized data
produces values of0.69 f(lr both tests, which indicates skill in the reconstruction. Brifla et al.
(1988) highlighted the inaccurate test results that may be achieved in calibration- verification
exercises when differences are apparent in the mean recorded temperat11res between the
calibration and verification pe1iods; they advocated rl1e stricter CE test for this reason. The
results here indicate a further consideration when undertaking calibration- verification
exercises, in that the RE and CE tests may wrongly indicate that the reconstruction is
unskilfu l because of inhomogeneities in the cali bration- verification data.
3.3 The medieval temperat11re reconstruction
Using the regression equation obtained from the eighteenth century Langham comparison
series, the medieval temperat11re series was constructed by substituting medieval harvest
dates as the predictor. This regression transfer technique has several Iimitations that must be
addressed. Although the similarity in the statistical properties of the harvest date series of
the medieval Norfolk composite series and Langham are clear, inhomogeneities in the data
might have been caused by a number of factors, as has been pointed out by Nord li (200 1)
f(lr nineteenth-century Norwegian fam1s. The influence of corn crop breeding between the
Middle Ages and the late eighteenth century is most likely negligible f(l1' the grain harvest
date, because the farmers aimed at having more resistant and reliable, but not early-ripening
crops. Although f(lr the Middle Ages the inf(lrmation about which crop was cut first in the
grain harvest is not explicitly given in the sources, it must have been the winter crops and of
those rather wheat than rye, because rye ripens slightly later than wheat (Ernie 196 1). The
composition of the corn crops on the fi elds of Norf(llk changed in the f(nuteenth century.
Before 1350 rye was common, bur was then increasingly marginalized in the decades
following the Black Death, the acreages sown with wheat on the other hand remained stable
c. 1250 1449 (Campbell and Overton 1993). Merely three manors in the Norwich group
and Taverham do grow rye but no w heat for some runs of years or single years until the
1330s. This does not affect their harvest date in relation to the other manors, the grain
harvests of those three manors generally have a low mean value compared to other manors.
Considering this and the tact that in medieval England and also in Norfolk the growing of
masli11 , a mixt11re of rye and wheat, was practised (Campbell 2000), the mean values in the
harvest dates of these tw o winter crops are evidently very close. Stephen Frost at Langham
1768 18 16 and 18 18 67 does not refer in his farming diaries to sowing or harvesting rye at
all, but he grew wheat in all years. Hence the harvest dates fl·om Langham always refer to
the wheat harvest. Therefore the medieval and the eighteenth cent1uy data refer to the same
phenological state.
A potential problem is also posed by the harvesting method. Bef(l1'e mechanisation there
were two ways to harvest the corn crops: reaping and mowing. The cheaper and quicker
mowing was introduced in Norfolk alter 1350 and gained importance over the fo llowing
decades (Stone 2005), more than half of the crops were mown in the Northwest region alter
1390 (Pribyl 20 ll ). Causing greater waste, the mowing of corn was usually restricted to the
cheaper spring crops, barley and oats. This was still the sit11ation in eighteenth cent1ny
Norf(llk (Wade Martins and Williamson 1999), and at the Langham farm mowing was
probably extended to wheat between 1833 and 1838 5 Interestingly, this extension to
mowing of wheat, which is harvested bef(lre the spring crops, does not cause a break in the

5

The Langham farming diaries for those years are under NRO MC I 20/ 61 5.
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Langham harvest date series. The measured CET April-July mean temperat11J'es 18 17 1867
relate to the reconstructed temperanu·es in the 1830s and 1840s as well as in the 1820s. If
the introduction of the mowing of wbeat did not resu lt in a disruption in the relationship of
harvest date to growing season mean temperat11re in the nineteenth-cent1u·y data, there is no
reason to assume that the increased mowing of the spring grains wou ld do so alter the midfourteenth cent1uy and especially alter c. 1400.
Consequently none of these factors is of a sufficient magnitude to cause major
inhomogeneities and to fatally disrupt the relationship of grain harvest date and growing
season between the late Midd le Ages and the years around 1800.

4 Results and discussion

4. 1 Reconstructed medieval April-July mean temperat11res
In Fig. 5 the medieval temperat11re reconstruction is plotted. The reconstructed temperat11res
1256 143 1 are smoothed by a ll-year Gaussian fi lter. The long-term trend reveals tailing
April-July mean temperat11res. On. the one hand this is exemplifi ed by the mean
temperat11res exceeding l3°C li'equemly bef(lre 133 5 and occasionally even l3.5°C. Such
years are rare alter 133 5. On the other hand until c. 13 15 very few growing seasons were
colder than l2°C. Their fi·equency increased in the following decades and they were
common fi·om the 1360s onwards. Theref(lre mean April-July temperat11res drop fi·om about
l3°C at the beginning of the reconstruction period to l2.4°C at the end. Taking into
consideration this long-term trend, high April-July mean temperatlU'es relati ve to their
neighbouring years are experienced in the years 1267, 1297, 1298, 13 18, 1326, 1333, 136 1,
1365, 1400 and 1409. Very cold growing seasons mark the years of 1275, 1283, 1294,
13 14, 13 15, 13 19, 1323, 1335, 1348, 1364, 1370, 1374, 142 1 and 1428 6 However, the
trend of tailing April-July mean temperat11J'es between 1256 and 143 1 is not steady. Local
highs in temperat11re are visible c. 1300 13 10, 1326 1334, in the 1350s, the 1390s and the
late 14 1Os. Temperat11J'es were low co mpared to the neighbouring years in the mid-l 290s, c.
13 13 1323, the 1340s, the mid-l 360s to the mid-l 370s and 1380s. Cold years also cluster
in the first decade of the fifteenth cent111'y and the early 1420s.
Over time, changes in the interannual variability can also be observed. Unti l 1290 the
interannual variability was low, with most growing seasons reach ing temperat11res between
l3°C and l3.5°C. However, data density is low until 1290 and the number of consecutive
years with data is limited, so that a defin ite assessment of interannual variability bef(lre
1290 cannot be made. Other periods of low interannual variability are located in the second
half of the 1330s and in the 1340s, in most of the 1350s, in the late 1370s and early 1380s,
as well as in the 1390 1398, excepting 1395, and in the 14 10s. Medium ranges of
interannual variability of sh ills up to l°C mark the years c. 1290 13 15, c. 1405 14 11 and
the early 1420s. Remarkably high levels of interannual variability can be detected 13 15
133 5 and 1360 1375; the year 1428 dist11J'bs the otherwise calm pattern of the second half
of the 1420s and the early 1430s greatly. During these periods jumps in growing season
temperat11res fi·om one year to the next of l.5°C or more are not uncommon. Evidently the
grain harvest date captlll'es the interannual fi·equency in the growing season temperat11res

6

For a more in-depth analysis on the individual years with respect to meteorological conditions as well as
impacts on agriculture and society, see Pribyl (20 11}.
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f ig. 5 The reconstructed Norfolk temperature series 1256 1431. The grey error bars represent +/ 2 S.E.
(standard error) derived fhnn the regression analysis during, the 1768 181 6 calibration period. Also shown
are the linear trend line and the 11 -year Gaussian filtered values of the reconstructed values. The empty
circles represent the values incorporated from the ten regional groups (regressed to the Northwest group) for
years in which no data from the Northwest group are available

very well. This is Iinked on the one side to the grain crops being ann ual plants. whose speed
in growing is not itllluenced by previous years, as trees might be. On the other side tbe
nal1tre of the non-mechanised grain harvest simply does not tolerate divergence fi·om
harvesting when the crops are ripe. as has been explained abo ve (Section 2. 1).
In Fig. 6 the reconstructed medieval temperature series is compared with the time series
of mean April-July temperatures in the CETseries (1659 20 10). In general terms the results
in Fig. 6 show the expected feature of mild cond itions dw·ing the MCA period, and the
dec line to cooler conditions in the mid-filleenth century probably in association with the
beginnings of the LIA. These results also indicate. however, that the rate of interannual
variability throughout tbe med ieval period was similar to cond itions during the 1659 2010
period. In addition, within the generally cooler 1350 143 1 petiod the extremely wam1
spri ng-summer of 1361 is clearly ma rked as an outlier (14.5 ± l.0°C). While that value
would appear exceptiona l in the context of350 years of instr umental data (after 1659). and
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is generally regarded as being a hot season,7 the harvest date extends beyond the range over
wh ich the linear regression relationship was established; this renders defin ite conclusions
about the severity of temperature dm·ing that year as somewhat problematic.
4.2 The relationship of reconstructed April-July mean temperatures to other documentary
evidence
Since there are not yet any natural temperature proxies for the British Isles f(lr the months c.
April-July prior to the medieval period available, the Norf(llk temperature reconstruction
will be compared with the existing temperature indices made fi·om documentary weather
references by Ogilvie and Farmer ( 1997) f(lr England 1200 1432 as well as the van
Engelen et al. (200 I) reconstruction. f(lr the Low Countries 75 I 2000. A II these indices
were created using documentary evidence independent fl·om the Norfolk manorial accounts.
Ogil vie and Farmer (1997) reworked Lambs (1977) indices and only used the data alter
submitting them to the process of source criticism. Th is increased the reliability of their
precipitation and temperature indices resolved on the monthly level. The ind ices range fi·om
3 (f(lr temperatme: extremely cold, 'f(lr precipitation : extremely dry) to 3 (extremely warm,
respecti vely extremely wet). However, there are many gaps in the England data and since it
is not clear if gaps represent normal cond itions which were usually not recorded in
med ieval narrati ve sources, or if they are due to missing information, this causes problems
to create supra-month ly or seasonal indices. Lambs index was latgely based on the
compilation produced by Britton ( 1937), which is a comprehensive and thorough work, but
fi·equently overlooked reliable weather references in chron icles. Ogilvie and Farmer ( 1997)
extended the core of weather references assembled by Britton ( 1937) with information
using administrati ve/institutional sources (not fi·om Norfolk), but do not appear to have
scrutinized the chron icles tor weather data overlooked by Britton, so these references are
still missing in the indices. The available information f()J' temperature is in fact so scarce
that no useful correlations or comparisons can be based upon it tor spring and summer, f(lr
example between 1256 and 143 1 there are merely twenty nine ind ices for March, eight for
April, fi ve f()J' May, nine tor each June and July and seven tor August.
One has to turn to the Low Countries and the work by van Engelen et al. (200 I) f(lr find ing a
more complete temperat11re index ba~ed on documen tary sources f(lr the summer season
(May-September) and indeed f(lr the w inter season (November-March). Their summer series
covers 158 years between 1256 and 143 1 and ranges fmm I (extremely cool) to 9 (extremely
warm). The Low Countries data ate sufficiently close to Norf(llk f(lr a comparison to be valid.
Although the summer season index for the Low Countries does not cover exactl y the months
April-July, the Spearman rank condation between the reconstructed Norlhlk temperat11res
and the Low Countries temperat11res based on the summer half year index stands at =0.46.
Figure 7a shows the reconstructed Norfolk temperat11res and the Low Countries index, both
expressed in z-scotes. Summers which are considerably warm in the reconstructed Norfolk
7

The summer of 136 1 figures as 8 in the index (index scale ranging from )' extremely cool' to 9 'extremely
warm' tor summer temperature) for the Low Countries hy van Engelen et al. (200 1). A wide array of
references to drought and partly also to heat tor large parts of continental Europe is given hy Alexandre
( I 987) . In England John of Reading refers in his Chronica to a major drought and describes heat impacts
(Tait I 9 14), the manorial accounts of the estates of the Bishopric of Winchester give information on a severe
drought and refer literally to "great heat" (Tit ow I 970). A direct reference to the high temperatures is unusual
in these times and underli nes the severity of the conditions. Nunnally early documentary sources focus on
hydro-meteorological extremes, because of their greater impact upon agriculture and the wider economy
(Pfister et al. 2008).
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growing season temperatmes and the Low Countries summer season index are 1267, 1297,
13 18.1 326. 1332. 1333. 1361 and 1400: tbe valltes f()r 1275. 1283. 1294. 1314. 13 15. 1335.
1406. 14 11 and 1428 appear as very cold in both datasets.
By comparing the Low COLmu·ies index to the reconsu·ucted Norfolk temperature an
important H~ature becomes apparent. Before 1350 several summers that are classified as very
cold in tbe Low Countries index are not or ve1y badly covered by tbe Norfolk manorial accounts.
To these belong 1290 and 1330, which are also marked as very wet in the precipitation index by
Ogilvie and Fmmer ( 1997) for England, so the likelihood that the cold conditions stretched
ti·om the continent over to England is high. The summer half year 1294 is very bad in the Low
Cmmtries index. once more Ogilvie records high rainfall levels and merely one Norfolk
manorial acc.ount survives, pointing to cold growing season ternperattu·es. Also the yem·s of the
Great Famine 1315 13 17 (Lucas 19'30; Kershaw 1973) are a !most totally missing in the
Norfolk data. Ve1y few accounts are available for 1315/6 and none l3 t6n. This lacuna in the
Norf()lk inf(m11ation during these crisis years, especially for the usually reliable prior s manors
of Norwich Cathedral P1iory, can lead to an underestimation of ve1y cold growing seasons and
tl1eir effects in the Norfolk growing season tempera11tres prior to 1350.
On a decadallevel the datasets (Fig. 7a) display some. though not a con tinuously strong.
resemblance in trends before 1325, but the values are onset. DLU·ing this period the Norfolk
growing season temperatures are above average. while the Low Countr ies index fluc tuates
around the mean. Between 1325 and the em·Iy 1350s there is a very close match of the
Dutch and Norfolk conditions. This also applies to the yea rs 1395 14 10. There remains a
close relationship between the two datasets ti·om c. 1355 to c. 14 10, excepting the 1380s.
Alter 14 10 and particularly after 1420 the Low Counllies index reflects wam1 summer
seasons whereas reconstructed Norlhlk growing season temperatl tres are low and display a
weak downward trend.
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fig. 7 A comparison of temperature series for the Low Countries (J.IA and DJF) (van Engelen et al. 200 1)
and the reconstructed Norfolk temperature seri es (AM.IJ)

Generally for two data sets deri ved fi·om independent evidence for a time around
650 years ago and covering not exactly the same period of the year. coming not fi·om tbe
same region and one being a proxy reconstruction, tbe reconstructed Norfolk temperatures
and the Low Count1ies sunm1er index match astonishingly well. A difference emerges in
respect to long-term trends. Whereas a long-term trend towards cooler conditions
characterises the reconstructed Norfolk temperantres. such a tendency is not visible in the
Low Countries data.
Closer attention shall be paid to the three periods where the trends of reconstructed
Norfolk growing season temperatures and the Low Countries summer season index di verge
c. \ 355-c. \370, c. \380 \395 and after 1420. Since both data sets do not represent an
identical petiod of the year, the reason lbr the break-up of their trends might not lie in their
representation of the period of the year they have in common, May to July. but in the time
before that: April and potentia lly March, wh ich are not included in the Low Countries
summer season index. Fortunately van Engelen et al. (200 1) also constructed a winter
season index (November to March) wh ich gives \36 values between 1256 and 1431. A
comparison between the reconstructed Aprii-J uly temperat11res and the Low Countries
indices (Fig. 7) reveals that there are indeed occasions when tbe reconstructed Norlb lk
temperattu·e shows a stronger connection to the Dutch winter conditions, than to the
summer temperalllres. Regarding warm and vety warm Norfolk growing seasons on an
annual level this is tl1e case in, 13\6, 1365 and 1409 (Fig. 7b). Cold and very cold Norfolk
growing seasons which are not suffici ently mino red in tl1e Low Countries sunm1er index, but
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show a link to rl1e winter cond itions are 1364, 1367, 1399, 1423 and 1424. In 1302 a very
mild winter was f(lllowed by a very cold summer in the Low Countries and in 1420 the
situation was reversed, in both years the Norf(llk growing season temperature is average. The
cause of this link between Dutch winter cond itions and Norfolk growing season temperature
is not the severity of the mid-winter pe1iod, but the length of the winters. Cold cond itions in
early spring delay the onset of the growing season in March and April, and rl1eref(lre the
harvest date; mild winters advance the growing season. Independent documentary evidence
confirms long winters f()J' 1363 1364 which was also exceptionally hard and continued into
March (Ogilvie and Farmer 1997), and for 1422 1423 and 1423 1424 (the manorial accounts
of estates of the Bishopric of Winchester in Titow ( 1970)).
The reconstructed warmer growing season conditions in Norf(llk during the 1360s appear
to be related to a period of milder winters in the Low Coun tries (apart fi·om 1363 1364) which
brought an early start of the growing season, although summers temperatures were merely
average or below average. Central European winters were generally mild apart fi·om 1363
1364 and the last years of the decade (Pfister et al. I 996). An explanation can be sought in an
increase in westerlies throughout the year over northwest Europe. High rainfall levels in the
summer half years of this decade (Ogilvie and Farmer 1997; Pribyl 20 II ) and partly also in
the winter half years (Ogilv ie and Farmer 1997) add substance to this hypothesis.
The case is different f()J' the 1420s. Whereas single years of very warm Norfolk growing
seasons Iinked to warm winters and rhus early onsets of the growing season occur over the
whole reconstruction period, very cold Norfolk growing seasons without an adequate
reflection in the Low Countries summer index but a link to winter conditions are restricted
to the latter half of the reconstruction period and cluster in the 1420s. At about 1420 the
Dutch summer season and winter season index diverge. Summers get warmer, whereas
winters cool slightly. This coincides with the break-up of the reconstructed Norf(llk AprilJuly temperatures and the Low Co1mtries summer season index. All this suggests that
1422 1423 and 1423 1424 are merely extreme examples in a decade of prolonged and
potentially cold winters. Norf(llk is vulnerable in respect to delayed growing seasons,
because cold northerly and easterl y winds in springtime hit the county unhindered. This
applies above all to the land along the north coast and consequently also the manors of the
Northwest group (MAFF 1972), which are the main source of harvest dates in the 1420s. It
can be concluded that cool early springs delayed the growing season and harvest date in
Norf(llk. Summer temperat11res cou ld not recompense f(lr th is delay, and so the cool early
spring is finally reflected in the reconstructed April-Ju ly temperat11res. This pattern of
delayed onsets of growing seasons or springs (a sh ift in seasonality) was typical f(lr the LlA
and such conditions prevailed during the 1420s.
The reason f(lr break-up in the relationship between reconstructed Norf(llk temperat11res
and the Low Countries summer season index between c. 1380 and 1395 cannot be
determined, Dutch winters were generally mild during this period. However, central
European winters were mostly marked by average or cold cond itions, merely two can be
classified as mild during those years (Pfister et al. 1996). This might result in later springs.
In England there is documentary evidence f()J' late springs, but mere!y f()J' the spring 1388
(Ogilvie and Farmer 1997). It is also possible that in some severely hot and dry summer
seasons the development of the vegetation was delayed hy drought.
In respect to the ag ricu ltl Jral productivity and April-July mean temperat11re it has to be
stated that the temperatlll'e is not the main factor for grain harvest yield, although it
determines the grain harvest date. The long-term trend towards cooler growing season
temperat11res would have caused no major problems f(lr farming apart fi·om very cold and
wet years, because the growing season in southern England is generally long enough for the
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grain crops. The situation is different for high levels of interannual variability, which would
have made an adaptation to the prevailing weather conditions by the medieval farmer
difficu lt. In England warm growing seasons, especially between late spring and midsummer, tend to be associated with dry conditions and cooler May-Ju ly periods with wetter
conditions. The English medieval corn crops favour different growing cond itions, and the
impact of warm, cold, dry or wet spells depends on their timing. Importantly the phases of
high interannual variability in growing season temperature 13 15 1335 and 1360 1375
coincide with periods of high grain prices and partly even prolonged famine cond itions.
This can partly be attributed to abysmally cold and wet years also being contained in such
phases, but it cannot bed iscounted that the vulnerability of medieval agriculture must have
been increased hy fl·equent sh ills in weather patterns.

5 Conclusion
It has been shown in th is paper that an annually-resolved temperature series f()J' April to
July mean temperatures 1256 143 1 can be reconstructed ti·om grain harvest dates using a
linear regression transfer funct ion. The regression was deri ved fl·om eighteenth-nineteenth
century harvest dates which overlap w ith the instrumental measurements of the CET. For a
medieval temperature reconstruction based on documentary sources the series is remarkably
complete. This has been made possible hy the relati ve high survi val rate of manorial
accounts of Norwich Cathedral Priory and the supplementary series.
As with all analyses that use the transfer function techn ique the assumption has to be
made that the relationship between April-Ju ly mean temperatures and harvest date in the
calibration period also holds for the reconstruction period. To ensure that this requirement is
met, as far as possible, calibration data were selected tor a period before mechanisation
cou ld have an appreciable effect on the harvest date and thus on the results.
Of note is the decline of values over the 1256 143 1 period which is apparent even when
the errors associated with the individual values are taken into account. This would appear to
be related to a deterioration of the clumate towards the onset of theLIA. Since in the 1420s
the reconstructed Norfolk growing season temperatures diverge substantially fl·om the Low
Countries summer half year index (van Engelen et al. 200 1), it can be assumed that the
cooling of the Norf(llk April-July mean temperatures was due to a shill in seasonality:
prolonged winters caused a delayed onset of the growing season.
Within th is decline there is a high rate of interannual variability which on average is
comparable with the instrumental series. That th is is a real rate and not caused hy the
regression is clear when comparing the interannual variability of the raw medieval harvest
dates with the eighteenth century dates. Any anthropogenic effect on the grain harvest date
would rather resu It in a decrease in variance. However, the medieval data are marked by
periods of alternating low and high variability. Periods of very high interannual variability
are 13 15 1335 and 1360 1375, periods of low interannual variability occurred in the
second half of the 1330s and in the 1340s, the 1350s, 1390s, 14 10s and potentially the
years up to 1290 and in the late 1370s and earl y 1380s. In add ition, decadal variability is
evident with the April-July mean temperatures of the 1320s to the early 1330s and the
1360s being warm and the late 1330s, 1340s as well as the 1380s being cold.
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Engelen et al. (200 1) tor the Low Countri es were obtained from http ://www.knmi.nl/klimatology/
daggegevens/antieke wm/ and the Central England Temperature seri es was obtained from http ://hadobs.
me to ftlce.com/ hadcet/.
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